CHAPTER EIGHT

DESIGN RESOLUTION
Figure 8.1: Proposed site plan of the Heritage Portal (Author:2016)
Figure 8.2: Final plan of the Portal research and validation event (Author: 2016)
Figure 8.4: Final plan of the Portal library and documentation event (Author: 2016)
Figure 8.5: Section of the Portal research and validation event (Author: 2016)
Figure 8.6: Final plan of the Portal restaurant (Author: 2016)
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Figure 8.7: Final plan of the Portal research and validation event (Author: 2016)
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Figure 8.8: Final plan of the Heritage Portal exhibition and storytelling additions (Author: 2016)
Figure 8.9: Final plan of the elevated viewing platforms (Author 2016)
Figure 8.10: Model building process
(Author 2014)
Figure 8.11: Final context model built to scale 1:200 (Author 2016)
Figure 8.12: Final presentation
(Author 2016)
Figure 8.13: Night view of the Fort as a beacon of continuity (Author: 2016)